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The Foolish Cat and the Clever Mouse: Another Parable from
an Unknown Story Collection1
JENS-UWE

HARTMANN

LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITÄT, MUNICH

soever. Therefore Salomon characterized these
Gandhari Avadanas as falling " somewhere be
tween written and oral tradition,/ and very fit
tingly described them as "notes or memory aids"2
and as "merely skeletons or outlines, which were
evidently meant to be filled in and expanded by
the reader or reciter."3
This description also appears to fit the text of
the story I will deal with in the following. It is
part of a story collection preserved in two manu
script fragments found in Afghanistan. The col
lection is rather remarkable for various reasons:
it is unknown, and at present only the second
of the four stories which are at least partly pre
served can be identified, but not with the help of
contemporaneous Indian material. It is contained
in a rather unusual manuscript. Its features have
already been described in the edition and study
of the second story, but for understanding the
specific state of the text it is necessary to sum
marize that description here.4 Remains of two
folios are available, one of which is kept in the
Schoyen Collection in Norway (MS 2381/57), the
other one in the Hayasbidera Collection in Japan
(HC 024). The material is birch bark, and both
leaves show the same phenomenon: the script on
the recto and verso sides is not identical. One side
is written in Gilgit/Bamiyan type I and contains
an unknown collection of stories. The text on the
other side, however, is written in Proto-Sarada or
Gilgit/Bamiyan type II; it also contains a story
collection, and this collection can be identified. It
is the Jatakam ala of Aryasura, and the text on the
fragment from the Schoyen Collection belongs

fudging from Buddhist canonical literature the
Buddha must have been very fond of stories, and
he used them liberally for various ends, as illus
trations of his ideas, as a pedagogical device and
surely also as a means for entertaining his audi
ence. His followers were no less ready to make
good use of the amazing wealth of stories in an
cient India. Stories carved in stone at the stu
pas of Bharhut and Sanchi preserve the earliest
representations of Buddhist literature, well be
fore the first written documents appear to have
been made. They depict events in the life of the
Buddha, as, e.g., Anathapindada's acquisition
and dedication of the Jetavana, and they illus
trate tales about previous births of the Buddha.
Such tales continued to be exceedingly popular
throughout the ages. The written tradition con
firms this point; in the nineties of the last cen
tury several unexpected finds brought to light the
earliest Buddhist—and Indian—manuscripts, and
on closer inspection they were found to contain,
among various other genres, story collections of
the Jâtaka or Avadâna type. The finds indicate
that around the beginning of the Common Era
such collections had already become a standard
part of Buddhist literature. Thanks to the tire
less efforts of Richard Salomon, who initiated
the study of those early manuscripts, some of the
story collections have been made available to the
scholarly world. Beyond the usual challenges of
fered by fragmentary Gândhàrï manuscripts, the
stories are marked by an additional peculiarity:
they are written in a rather terse prose with very
brief sentences and no embellishments what
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and white hairs until he becomes bald. The story
presented here apparently narrates how a clever
mouse outwits a foolish cat. So far, no related ver
sions could be found either in Indian collections
or in others like Aesop's.8 Such a find would be
highly welcome, since the remains of the text are
not easy to understand. This is due to the some
what sloppy script, which is often difficult to
read, and to the language, which is close to San
skrit, but full of Prakritisms and apparently not
free from mistakes (as already indicated by cor
rections in the manuscript itself). It appears that a
cat catches a mouse and that the mouse, in order
to get released, lures the cat with the prospect of
delivering many more mice to it. The stratagem
works, and the mouse is released into its hole,
apparently to bring out its fellow mice, but when
summoned by the expectant cat naturally refuses
to come out again.
The story concludes with idam drstantah, obvi
ously for ay am drstantah, "this is the example,"
and then a Buddhist interpretation, or exegesis,
follows. First a word or an event from the story is
quoted with yatlid, "as, like," and then an equa
tion with a Buddhist phenomenon or issue follows,
introduced with evam, "so," and once concluded
with drastavya, "is to be regarded as." The end of
the story about the man and his two ladies is not
preserved, but the same scheme is found at the
end of the tale about a king and his ministers, and
therefore the recurring structure of these sentences
becomes quite evident. However, nothing simi
lar is found at the end of the Buddhist story about
Vasuki and Jlvaka. It seems to be a regular addition
to non-Buddhist stories in this collection, an addi
tion that could help a reader or preacher to use such
enjoyable and diverting stories for other purposes
than entertainment. Several of the stories included
in the Kalpanam anditika reveal a very similar, if
not identical, structure consisting of a parable, a
Buddhist interpretation and a concluding verse.9
This similarity becomes even more obvious once
the Sanskrit fragments of the Kalpandm anditika
are taken into account. The remains of folio *297
apparently preserve sentences with the yathd . . .
evam structure (cf. lines V 1 and 2), and folio 298
preserves the end of the story proper concluding
with esa drstdmto and then continuing with ’yam
punar artho drafsf(tavyah) yathd . . . , "this again
has to be regarded as (its) meaning: Like . . ." (lines
V3-R1), and Heinrich Liiders reconstructs the
same phrase from the remains in folio *302: (e)sa
drstantah ay am pufnar artho drastavyah).10

to the Sarabhajdtaka, the 25th chapter of this
fata ka m a ld where it corresponds to pp. 163.24164.24 in Hendrik Kern's edition of the text.5 The
folio from the Hayashidera Collection continues
without a gap: it corresponds to pp. 165.1-166.4
in Kern's edition. What has happened here? One
side is written in a refined variety of an ornamen
tal script and contains a well-known work of the
highest poetical quality. The other side is written
in a rather sloppy hand, and it contains a story
collection with no embellishments and partly in
a "bad" Sanskrit. The clue to the most probable
solution is held by the material: it is birch bark,
and a folio of this material usually consists of two
or more layers of bark. These layers may come
apart or be intentionally separated, and thus one
folio can be split into two folios, each of them
with a new blank side, which can then be written
on again. Judging from the lenticels characteris
tic for birch bark, this must have happened here,
since the lenticels correspond on both folios.6
At present, the most likely explanation is that
originally this was one folio of a manuscript of
the Jdtakam dld which was split and used second
arily for noting down short stories from another
collection. Although the script of this secondary
text would appear, at first sight, slightly older,
it is quite possible that the two scripts existed
side by side for some time and that the older one
continued to be used for less representative pur
poses, since it allows a more cursive and therefore
faster way of writing.7 Regrettably, the left mar
gins of both folios are lost, and therefore no folio
numbers are preserved; if the above explanation
is correct, there should have been only one folio
number on the then recto side of the fata ka m a ld
text.
Remains of altogether four stories are preserved
in the unknown collection. Only one of them
is Buddhist in the narrower sense of the word;
its protagonists are Vasulci, a lord of the Nagas
(n ag ad h ip ati), well known in Hindu mythology
and mentioned also in many Buddhist sources,
and Jlvalca, the famous physician of the time of
the Buddha; the Buddha himself is also involved
in the story. The other stories are non-Buddhist;
of one story only the conclusion is preserved,
which suggests a tale about a king and his minis
ters, another one contains a parable of a man with
two wives or ladies, a young one and an old one. It
was identified with the help of a parallel version
in Aesop's story collection: out of jealousy the
two ladies alternately pluck out the man's black
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praha niskramyatam iti • musaka bhavato
nubhavat kr
8/ / / + + + + m i * musaka na sakyeta • vidala kimartheti • musaka arusnam me bhaksitam
• tato vidalo vipratilabdho v ip ra « ti» sa ri
prakkramta idam drstamtah tatra yatha
musakah svavila
9 / / / + + + + + + + + + + + tha musakavicaranam
evam samsara[d]osavicaranam • yathasayaya
p ratip a«ta»ty evam yoni[s].......[s]i[k]a .am
• [yatha svav]i[l]a[d].. .. [s].
1 0/ / / + + + + + + + + + + + .. .o k.a «lca»m asy a
samvrtah sa[rva]klesavipratisarino [bhava]
m[ti]ti drastavyam tasmad asu klesaprati[p].
ilk.]} ..m .. ///
11 /// + + + + + + + + + + + + [bu]ddhes capy asu
[k]a .ita icchata saprayatnena dha .. sravyam
atlk[sn]. s. * [||®||] ///

In the present collection the Buddhist purpose
of including a non-Buddhist story is made explicit
by the specific conclusion. Apparently no need
was felt to change the story itself, and it is easily
conceivable that an experienced preacher would
have been able to extract a Buddhist message
even without the "guideline" at the end. This
may also explain a fragment of a work contain
ing fables found among the Gilgit Manuscripts.
In his report of 193911 Kaul Shastri transliterated
the text, and he also recognized the similarities to
story 20 in the chapter on Mitrabheda of the Pancatan tia. It must once have been part of a rather
large manuscript as the folio number 236 indi
cates, and Shastri describes it as "a collection of
fables on the model of the Pangatantra with the
Buddhist colouring."12 This colouring is much
less pronounced than the words of Shastri sug
gest. In fact the fragment preserves the remains
of two stories, the end of the parallel to the fable
in the chapter on Mitrabheda and the beginning
of another story not attested in the Pancatantra. It is found, however in the Tantrakhyayika,
and there the two stories follow each other in
the same order as in the Gilgit fragment.13 Their
wording is mostly identical, and the differences
are such as usually exist between very close ver
sions of the same text, but not at all in a manner
which would even faintly indicate a Buddhist re
vision or adaptation of the work. In this formal
regard the present collection follows the style of
the K alpan am an ditika, although "correctness"
of language and stylistic embellishments appar
ently do not figure prominently among the aims
of its author(s). For a better assessment of those
aims, however, it is a great loss that neither the
story itself nor its Buddhist application is pre
served well enough to fully understand it.
The story is contained in lines 6 to 11 of the
second fragment which belongs to the Hayashidera Collection (HC 024 A).

Reconstruction
Here an attempt is made to structure the text ac
cording to the assumed sense, to identify the rele
vant speaker and to insert words in the translation
which are, according to my understanding, implicit,
but not expressed in the sometimes very short, if
not elliptic, sentences. The scribe uses punctuation
(here represented by a high dot) preferably, but not
consistently, after words ending with a vowel.
1. HI d vinihsrtah vidalas cagrata-m apatitah
“ . . . it (the mouse?) came out of . . . and the cat
rushed in front (of the mouse)."
In view of nos. 15 and 18 one could think of
(svabila)d/[svavila)d, "out of its hole." Here the
m in cagrata-m apparently is a hiatus bridger.
2. m u sako vicarya pranipatitah
"After deliberating, the mouse prostrated itself
(before the cat)."
3. vidalah (k)im prayojaneti
"The cat (said): 'What is the purpose (of your
behavior)?7"
For the form kim prayojan eti cf. below, no. 11,
kim artheti.

Translit era ti on 14
6 /// d vinihsrta[h] vidalas cagratam apatitah
musako vicarya pranipatitah vidalah .[i]mprayojaneti musako jnativirodham nivedayaty ekabile pamca musakasatani tad arhasi
samagram
7 /// .i[k]. [t]i[r bhavan aha] pravisya bhavatah
purutah sarve anayisyamlti • yava[t]. [p]r[av].
[s]ta • [na] bhuyo darsanam dadatiti • vidala

4. m u sako jn ativirodham n ivedayaty e k a b ile
p am ca m u sakasatan i tad arhasi sam agram (r7)
/// .i[k]. [t]i[r bhavan]
"The mouse informed him about a quarrel with
(its) relatives: 'In a single hole there are five hun
dred mice. You could (get?) the whole lot . . ."
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"Now (the explanation:) like the mouse from its
hole . . ."
Possibly the comparison is with the circumstance
that the mouse moved out of its hole incautiously.

Or does virodha, " quarrel, disagreement/7 here
mistakenly stand for nirodha, "destruction77? Boethlingk in his Petersburger Wörterbuch knows of
this possibility. Then it would mean "the mouse
offered the destruction of the relatives.77The word
sdm agram should be corrected to sam agram or
sdm agryam , depending on the context. The fol
lowing remains unclear.

16. /// (ya)thd m u sakav icaran am evam sam saradosavicaranam •
"Like the deliberation of (the situation of) the
mouse, so is the deliberation of the defects of
Samsara."

5. äha pravisya bh av atah puratah sarve dnayisydm iti •
"(The mouse) said: 'Having entered (my hole), I
will bring all of them to you.777
Here puratah is corrected from pu rutah.

17. yathasayaydpratipataty evam yon iso (mana)sikdfrjam •
"As it makes an effort towards retreat (read dsaydya
pratipadyaty7.), so is fundamental concentration.77
Or should it be understood as yathd saydya, "as
it resorts to its resting place"? The word yoniso
suggests a reconstruction to (m an a)sikd(r)am } it
is corrected from yonis. in the manuscript where
only the upper part of s is preserved, but without
any vowel sign.

6. yävat(ä) prav(i)sta • na bhiiyo darsanam
d adätiti •
"As soon as (the mouse) had entered, it did not
show up again.777
The final iti apparently marks the end of the
sentence.

18. yathd svavilad.. .. s. (rlO) /// k sa k a m d sy a
sam vrtah sarv aklesav ip ratisarin o b h a v a m titi
drastavyam
" 'Like from its own hole . . . it has become,* they
are not regretful about all afflictions,7 (so) it is to
be regarded."
The first part could mean "how (it does not come
out again) from its hole." It is unclear how to under
stand and how to divide ///k s a k a m d s y a } in vie w of
no. 19 a restoration to (pratipa)ksakam , "remedy,"
seems possible, but the following sentence does
not help us to decide. With regard to vipratisdri
in no. 13, should sarvaklesavipratisarin o be cor
rected to sarvaklesavipratisarin o, "they are re
gretful about all afflictions77?

7. vidäla prdha niskram yatdm iti •
"The cat said: 'Come out!777
8. m ü saka bhavato 'nubhdvdt k r (r8) ///
"The mouse (said): 'On your authority . . / 77
9. /// m i •
(The cat said:) "I . . ."
10. m ü saka na saky eta •
"The mouse (said): 'That might be impossible.777
11. vidäla kim arth eti •
"The cat said: 'What does that m ean?'77
For the form kim arth eti cf. no. 3 (k)im prayojaneti.

19. tasm ad
dsu klesapratip. ..m . . ( + + + + + + + + + + + +
++++++
(rl 1) + + + 4 4- + + + + + r + + + + + + + + + +
+ + 4- + v - - x) bu ddhes capy dsu kd(r)itd
icch atd saprayatnena dha(rm am ) srdvyam
atiksn(a)s(ah) • ||®||
"Therefore:
Quickly a remedy (?) against afflictions ... and
for an insight is quickly brought about; one who
earnestly wishes must proclaim the teaching not
harshly."

12. m ü saka arusnam m e b h aksitam •
"The mouse (said): 'I have eaten ?777
The reading of the word arusnain is fairly sure,
but the meaning remains obscure. Does the
mouse intend to say that it has eaten too much
and is therefore unable to leave the hole? Or does
it rather say it does not like to be eaten?
13. tato viddlo vipratilabdho vipratisdri prakkrdm ta idam drstdm tah
"Then the cat went away empty-handed and de
spondent. This is the example."

The final verses are too badly preserved to make
real sense of them. The recto side with the text

15. tatra yathä m ü sakah svavilä (r9) ///
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of the Jd takam ala allows an aksara count and
suggests that the missing left part amounts to
approximately one third of the folio. Transferred
to the story collection with its different script and
its highly irregular handwriting this would mean
that about thirty aksaras are missing on the left
side. Line 10 is damaged also on the right side,
and the gap corresponds to about 18 aksaras. To
gether this gap and the missing left third of line
11 would leave room for about 45 to 50 aksaras.
From the preserved aksara remains it is difficult,
however, to reconstruct a meter for filling the
gap. The last verse is most likely a Sloka.

secunda m anu in a very cursive script, undeciphered
so far. The manuscript is scheduled to be published in
the next volume of the series Buddhist M anuscripts in
the Schoyen C ollection. Hopefully it will be possible
to read and understand the secondary text, because this
may throw light on whether those splits are accidental
or intentional and whether there is a relation between
primary and secondary text.
7. On the simultaneous use of both scripts in manu
scripts of the Samghätasütra, cf. O. von Hinüber, "The
Gilgit Manuscripts: An Ancient Buddhist Library in
Modern Research," in From Birch Bark to Digital D ata:
Recent A dvances in Buddhist Manuscript Research, ed.
P. Harrison and J.-U. Hartmann (Vienna, 2013), p. 88: "It
is evident and well known, of course, that the manu
scripts written in proto-Säradä are younger. This can also
be deduced from corrections: in manuscripts BCG, the
text in "Gandhâran Brähml" is occasionally corrected in
proto-Säradä. There is no example of a correction in the
opposite direction. These corrections show that manu
scripts in the older variant of the script continued to be
read, because these mistakes were obviously detected
only by later readers, not by the scribe himself, and,
consequently, they also show that the readers were still
familiar with both scripts." Cf. also G. Melzer, "A Paleo
graphic Study of a Buddhist Manuscript from the Gilgit
Region: A Glimpse into the Workshop of the Scribes,"
note 10 (forthcoming).
8. I wish to thank my student Chen Ruixuan for
searching the CBETA version of the Chinese Tripitaka.
9. Cf. É. Huber, A çvaghosa: Sûtrâlam kâra traduit
en français sur la version chin oise de K um ârajîva
(Paris, 1908), pp. 452, 454, etc.
10. H. Lüders, Bruchstücke der K alpan äm an ditikä
des Kum äraläta (Leipzig, 1926; repr. in Monographien
zur Indischen Archäologie, Kunst und Philologie,
vol. 1, Berlin 1979), pp. 189-90.
11. M. S. Kau.1 Shastri, "Report on the Gilgit Exca
vation in 1938," The Quarterly Journal o f the Mythic
Society 30 (1939), pp. 1-12 and 15 plates; the transliter
ation is found on pp. 10-11.
12. Ibid., p. 7; cf. also the remarks on this fragment
in von Hinüber, "The Gilgit Manuscripts," p. 82.
13. Cf. J. Hertel, The Panchatantra: A C ollection
o f A ncient Hindu Tales in its O ldest R ecen sion , the
K ashm irian , E ntitled Tantrakhyayika (Cambridge,
Mass., 1915), p. 48.
14. A first transliteration was prepared by Kazunobu
Matsuda, Kyoto, in May 2002 and kindly put at my dis
posal. Parentheses or round brackets ( ) signify restora
tion in a gap, square brackets [ ] damaged aksaras or
uncertain readings, double pointed brackets « » an
addition by the scribe, double curly brackets (( j) a dele
tion by the scribe, three oblique dashes /// mark the
point where the fragment breaks off; a cross + denotes a
destroyed aksara, two dots .. denote an illegible aksara,
one dot denotes an illegible part of an aksara.

Notes
1. Several colleagues have contributed useful re
marks and corrections, and I am very grateful to all of
them: Oliver von Criegern (München), Paul Harrison
(Stanford), Dieter Schlingloff (Olbernhau), Johannes
Schneider (München) and Klaus Wille (Göttingen).
2. A ncient B uddhist Scrolls from G andhära: The
British Library K harosthi Fragments (Seattle, 1999),
p. 165.
3. Ibid., p. 36.
4. J.-U. Hartmann, "The Parable of a Man and His
Two Ladies: A Fragment from an Unknown Story Col
lection," in Festschrift for Prof Xu W enkan on the O c
casion o f his 70th Birthday, ed. Xu Quansheng and Liu
Zhen (Lanzhou, forthcoming).
5. This part of the manuscript is published; see J.-U.
Hartmann, "Äryasüra's Jätakamälä," in Buddhist M an
uscripts in the Schoyen C ollection, vol. 2, Manuscripts
in the Schoyen Collection, vol. 3, ed. J. Braarvig et al.
(Oslo, 2002), pp. 318-19.
6. Nicholas Sims-Williams kindly drew my atten
tion to a very similar case, a Bactrian Buddhist text on
a birch bark manuscript of the P rätim oksasütra of the
Mahäsämghika-(Lokottara)vädins, where fol. 75 "sepa
rated into two layers, producing two new blank pages
which were subsequently used for writing the Bactrian
text." Cf. N. Sims-Williams, "Two Late Bactrian Docu
ments," in C oins, Art and Chronology II, ed. M. Alram et al. (Wien, 2010), p. 203 with figs. 1 and 2 on
p. 210; for a color reproduction of the corresponding
halves with the P rätim oksasü tra, cf. S. Karashima,
"Fragments of a Manuscript of the P rätim oksasütra
of the Mahäsämghika-(Lokottara)vädins (1)," ARIRIAB
11 (2008), pp. 71-90 and pi. 4. Another manuscript in
the Schoyen Collection appears to present one more
case: it contains the Bhaisajyagurusütra and the
Visesavatidhärani. The folio on which the first ends
and the second begins seems to be split and the re
sulting blank sides are used for writing another text
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